
In July 2017, water will glow from the spattering, splashing and  
sprinkling of water by swimmers, divers and water polo players in  
Budapest and by the shore of the big lake, in Balatonfüred. This year, 
the most important event of swimming and water sports, the FINA 
World Championships will take place here. At such a big event, there 
are countless moments of flying flags, blowing trumpets, waving,  
whistling, laughing and crying. And there are times when we have to 
shout „HURRAAAY” or „GOAAAL” frantically. But while waiting and 
preparing for a great competition, this activity book, with many games 
included in it, might prove useful to children. It is even possible that 
finishing this book, we will be even more clever and happy…
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Our official partner:

Budapest is a city, but actually two.
One is called Buda, all lumps and bumps and zigs and zags and bends!
Here’s where you’ll find the Fisherman’s Bastion and the Castle 
District and a tunnel through the hill and the Citadella...
The other one’s called Pest, and it’s as flat as a pancake, with 
lovely long roads. 
This pancake provides a place for Heroes’ Square, the Basilica, 
the lake in City Park, and lots more besides. 
Twinkling between the two flows the River Danube like a belt to 
stop Budapest’s trousers from falling down. And the belt is  
studded with buckles, and they’re the bridges. Chain and  
Elizabeth Bridge, and Liberty Bridge and the rest!



The Danube flows right across Hungary, 
longer than five thousand shoelaces tied 
together! But who’s got five thousand 
shoelaces? And what do they possibly do 
with two thousand five hundred unlaced 
shoes? Go barefoot?
Lily and Tommy, have you tied the  
Danube up... or have you got slip-on 
Danubes?

If the fastest animal in Hungary, a deer, 
ran the length of the Danube, it would 
take this marvellous beast five whole 
hours to gallop from one end of the river 
to the other.
A cyclist would take ten hours to peddle 
the same distance. 
Kids in canoes and kayaks could paddle 
its length in no less than fifteen hours.



If a pond turtle, a creature native to Hungary, set off in winter, 
it would swim all through the spring and all through the sum-
mer and all through the autumn and still be next to nowhere! 
By the time it got anywhere, it would be one old turtle...
Tommy, Lily, if you set off now, you’ll get there by the middle  
of next week...

The part of the Danube that passes through Budapest would take 
an average flea a thousand jumps to hop across... You can start 
counting now: one, two, three...
But a frog could leap over in just three hundred and fifty: one, 
two, three...



How many jumps would it take you? You can find out by hopping 
across Chain Bridge! Watch out, you’ll soon get tired and out of 
breath and all red in the face! 
Lily, Tommy, go! One, two, three...

The Danube is pretty deep in Budapest. 
In some parts it’s so shallow that if two people stood on each 
other’s shoulders, the one on the top would just about be 
able to wave in the fresh air! 
It other parts, it’s so deep that it 
would take seven people stacked on 
top of each other for the one on the 
top to see above the surface... 
It would only take one stork, if it 
was big and tall enough. Not even 
Hungary is home to such a super-
sized stork, so it would take eight 
standard storks for the top one to 
stick its beak out of the water. Sadly, 
storks don’t often visit the city, but 
you can find a few in Budapest Zoo. 
Splash! 



Tommy, Lily, do you feel like sliding down to 
the bottom of the Danube? You swim and swim 
and swim and still nothing... The water is full 
of dangerous whirlpools! Perhaps it’s better if 
you don’t give it a try! Go and visit the giraffes 
at the zoo instead!

Hey, Hungary’s got plenty of water under the ground as well! 
Water travels through the sky, thundering along on a cloud like 
a racing car! Then it falls down to the ground like a heavy stone. 
It eventually ends up down under the ground, where it slips at 
speed along secret tunnels like a swimmer on a super slide!
If a turbo-mole tunnels into the ground, “woosh!”, the water 
comes spurting out like a giant fountain.



Lily comes along, Tommy comes along, and they both hold their 
hands out. If the water’s cold, it can go into bottles and be turned 
into mineral water to drink! If it’s hot, super-clever grown-ups call it 
thermal water, it goes straight into a pool and it’s time to take a dip! 
That’s why Budapest has so many thermal baths. Some even have 
glass walls! It’s funny in wintertime to see people splashing around 
in their swimming gear while folks on the outside wear warm coats 
in the snow!

The largest lake in Europe can be found in Hungary. It’s called 
Lake Balaton.
The lake’s got so much water in it, that if all the people in Hunga-
ry sat on the shore with a glass in their hand and all they did was 
drink, it would take them the best part of a century to drink it dry. 
But we should all drink twenty glasses of water a day, until it’s 
coming out of our ears! Then we can turn into human fountains!



Tommy, Lily, how many glasses of water can you manage to 
drink? A water-drinking race can be lots of fun, but make sure 
the loo’s not too far away!

Lots and lots of people swim across the Balaton 
every year. It’s just like giving a hug to someone 
you love a lot. They hug the water until they get to 
the far shore!

The life of a lake doesn’t stop moving in winter. But 
its water doesn’t go anywhere in the summer either. 
Because it doesn’t flow. It’s standing water. But it 
stands still all together in the winter. It freezes. 
Plenty of people skate across the frozen lake or 
just walk across in socks and shoes as if they are 
strolling along on the ground. They love to sip hot 
cups of tea and enjoy the white wintery scene!



Lily, Tommy, just imagine that there are thirty kinds of fish in 
Lake Balaton! They hide in the mud deep under the ice in the 
winter weather. Have a look at a few: a pouting PIKE, a surprised 
AMUR, a CARP with its little moustache, a CATFISH with long 
whiskers. A neighbour? A classmate? 

Hey, water even comes out of the taps in Hungary. Cold comes out 
of one, hot comes out of the other. And it lives there all the time, 
all through the day, and all through the night... But it’s not a good 
idea to let it run all the time, because if everybody did the same, 
that would be a lot of water. And then all the water would run out, 
we’d go thirsty and start to droop like a blade of wilting grass.



Tommy, Lily, don’t leave the tap running while you’re brushing 
your teeth!
While you wash your hands! 
While you stand on your head! 
While you do a rolly-polly! 
While you have a scratch! 
While you sleep at night!
It would be a terrible waste because water will wait for you in the 
tap and jump the minute you turn it on!
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